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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Julie Hajewski works with the Youth Health Transition Initiative at the Waisman Center in Wisconsin. She supports youth, families, and health professionals navigate the transition from pediatric to adult health care through collaboration with health care systems, practices, and policy makers surrounding issues related to transition. Her focus is on health care provider engagement and education. She works with state organizations to ensure meaningful family engagement and participation. She has a Bachelors and Masters degree from Viterbo University. She’s involved in advancing and improving the rights, awareness, and services available during transitions towards independent health care management.



Why I’m Here…



Alphabet Soup
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Unfortunately, not all of our acronyms are as easy. All professions have their jargon. Those phrases or names that have been shortened so you don’t have to keep saying all the time.Unfortunately, organizations are notorious for this. We try to do our best, but if we use an acronym that you are not familiar with, chances are you aren’t alone. So be sure to raise your hand and ask – we welcome interaction.



Who we are



Primary Network in Wisconsin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Give an idea of the network of partners who contributed to the information offered in this training. The Wisconsin Department of Health Services through the Division of Public Health administers programs that serve children with and without special health care needs. As you can see, we represent a wide variety of programs and services throughout the state of Wisconsin.



Statewide Initiative

Purpose
Ensure that “high-quality, developmentally 
appropriate, health care services are available in an 
uninterrupted manner as the person moves from 
adolescence to adulthood”

American Academy of Pediatrics, American Academy of Family Physicians, & American College of Physicians, 2011, p. 182; Human Resources & 
Services Administration [HRSA], 2016
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our Youth Health Transition Initiative is the center of transferring care from a child to an adult health care system. The Youth Health Transition Initiative promotesstatewide and national health care systems, clinics, parents and families and of course YOUTH.They provide transition tools and resources, and support services and encourage policies for all teens and young adults as they transition to adult health care.Their team produced the content for this training. Acknowledge Maia if she’s in the room.



5
Regional Centers
Wisconsin

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our CYSHCN programs value getting relevant information into the hands of parents and professionals like you who support them. There are five CYSHCN Regional Centers located throughout the state who can carry the message to their local communities.



Location:  Waisman Center, Madison
Phone:  608-265-8610
Toll Free:  800-532-3321
Director:  Tim Markle

cyshcn@waisman.wisc.edu
waisman.wisc.edu/cshcn

Southern Regional Center

Presenter
Presentation Notes
14 Counties in the Southern Regional Region

mailto:cyshcn@waisman.wisc.edu
http://www.waisman.wisc.edu/cshcn


Where We’re Going
1. What is Health Care Transition anyway? 

2. Introduce the Readiness Assessment for 

Parents & Youth 

3. Introduce the Eight Tools for 

Health Care Transition

4. Discuss way to include health and 

health care discussions in school, 

work and every day life

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Begin with overview – make sure everyone is on the same page.Define health care transition; and highlight what it is and why it is important.Incorporate concepts of health into conversations with families and identify when ��coverage and care gaps are most likely to occur.�Gain familiarity with a SPoC (shared plan of care) the readiness assessment and eight tools on health care transition.�Apply tools and use tools.



“The purposeful, planned 

movement of adolescents and 

young adults (AYA) with 

chronic physical 

and medical conditions from 

child-centered care to the 

adult-oriented healthcare 

system.”

- Society for Adolescent Health and 
Medicine

What is health 

care transition? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who needs to think about youth health transition? The information we are going to discuss today applies to all teens. Planning for the future will help you stay healthy!



Families and teens 
who are, or will be 

turning 18.

Especially if 
identified with 

a disability or 
health care need.

Who needs to 

think about 

coordination 

of care  & 

transition?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who needs to think about youth health transition? The information we are going to discuss today applies to all teens. Planning for the future will help you stay healthy!



Increased independence.

Success in day to day life.

Continue education.

Working.

Why is health so important?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is being healthy and transitioning well in health care so important? This is where Health Care Transition plays such a critical part in a person’s ability to reach their goals in other areas. Increased independence and success in day to day life.When we are healthy—we can do more. No matter our abilities. To stay healthy we need to know what healthy feels like, know what unhealthy feels like, know what REALLY unhealthy feel like and what to do when we don’t feel right. We need to know what we can do to keep ourselves healthy—food, physical, mental, medical. Who takes care of these things in school?  --Parents/Guardians. These are things that need to be taught. You are the only you we got.Achievement in school:All students!!! Stay healthy, stay in class. What do I tell my teachers? Do I “register” with the disability center on campus? Does it matter? What are the options on campus? Off-campus? In-Network? Also as financial consideration.Employment:What are my rights? Why should I disclose my health condition? Why shouldn’t I? When should I? Who do I tell if my job is hurting me? 



Health

School

Work
Rights & 
Decision 
Making

Living on 
your own

Transition is a process
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Transition is a process and involves a lot of moving pieces!Do you ever wake up in the morning and ask yourself—how did I get HERE?We learn, we ask questions, we get help, we keep moving forward, we make mistakes, we recover, we keep moving forward.



Health

Today we’re focused on health
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today we’re going to focus on health; specifically health care transition considerations and ages where health transitions can effect an individual’s coverage status and access to necessary supports and services.



Tools



Tools

•Readiness Assessment

•Eight tools of Transition
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What do you already know about your health? 

Readiness Assessment

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That’s great – now I know that we need to start thinking about health, but where do I start with parents? How can I guide students and parents if I don’t even know the right questions to be asking myself?This is where the readiness assessment is a helpful tool. It asks questions about how comfortable a teen is with a skill. It’s a great conversation starter and guides areas where they are doing okay and areas where they might need help. This provides guided conversation starters and things you might want to discuss with parents or family members.



GotTransition.org

•Parent/Caregiver Transition Readiness 

Assessment

•Youth Transition Readiness Assessment

www.gottransition.org
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Eight Health Tools

Health Transition Wisconsin
Supporting Youth to Adult Health Care Transition

https://healthtransitionwi.org/

https://healthtransitionwi.org/youth-families/
Step-by-Step

Check out these additional resources to 
take charge of your health care!
• Resources   
• Build Your Bridge Workbook 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Okay, great – now I know where they need help and things that they can do well … now what?Based on a review of other programs, and Got Transitions Six Core Elements, we were able to break the learning into eight specific tools. For each of these topics, we educate on the critical elements and processes that must take place. We also provide suggestions about how that process may be modified for different abilities. There are eight tools to consider when thinking about Bridging the Gap.We will take some time to review each component individually. Keep in mind, transition looks different for everyone.We’ll highlight each areaadult providers, discuss decision making, health insurance, emergency contacts…Appointments, medications, health summary, and finally, “about me.”The idea is that these can be done in whatever order makes sense for the student. This is THEIR TOOL BOX. You can download a copy of the workbook where each of these is covered more indepth at https://healthtransitionwi.org/youth-families/  Build Your Bridge Workbook.

https://healthtransitionwi.org/
https://healthtransitionwi.org/youth-families/


•Adult Providers
• Decisions

• Health Insurance
• Emergency Contacts

• Appointments
• Medications
• Health Summary

• About Me

Eight Health Tools

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can download a copy of the workbook where each of these is covered more in-depth at https://healthtransitionwi.org/youth-families/  Build Your Bridge Workbook.HAND OUT 8 TOOLS HANDOUT



As a parent or self-advocate, how can I apply  
the 8 tools?

Applying and using tools
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ADULT PROVIDERS

Develop a good relationship with your doctor.

Know your child’s legal rights and 
the ages when they change.

Encourage responsibility where possible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ok show of handsHow many of you have visited a doctor?Do you go every year? More frequently?Do you spend time alone with your doctor?



• Healthy Living Choices

• Privacy and Health Information

• Who Helps Manage My Health Care?

• Guardianship, Partial Guardianship, 
Supported Decision Making?

Decisions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Supported decision making” may play an important role in Youth Health Care Transition for those people who will not be independent decision makers. Supported decision making is a continuum of support from least restrictive to most restrictive which results in guardianship. On the less restrictive side, people use friends, family members and professionals to help them understand situations and the choices they face, so they may make their own decisions without the need for guardianship. It is an emerging approach to providing decision-making assistance.[click] Family Voices of WI has a handout that goes into Supported Decision Making in more detail. In fact they have several helpful guides available to parents on their website.



How do I get it?

What does it cover? 
Who can I see?

What does it cost?

Carry an ID Card.

Health Insurance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Health insurance is complex. I’m sure you have heard a lot in the news about health insurance, and to be honest even for adults it can be a confusing topic.For today we’re going to suggest a few things you can ask your parents about, but remember this is a complicated topic and takes time to learn. So be patient with yourself and ask questions!Ask parents:What type of health insurance do I have?What does it cover? (ie – routine health exams, specialty visits)What doctors can I see?At what age do I need to have my own insurance?Do I have an insurance card?Ask your parents if you can have a copy of your own insurance cards and review with them how to contact member services, often listed on the back of the card.



Emergency Contacts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who has a cell phone?Do you have emergency information about yourself on your phone?Walk through the process of entering emergency contacts right now – remember information you store on your phone can be accessed by anyone who has the passcode to your phone.



Who do I call?
What kind of appointment is it?
When am I available?
How am I going to get there?
How will I remember to go?

APPOINTMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helping your child take an active role in scheduling their appointments or participating in the actual appointments is important for independence. There is a wide variety of ways to be more involved. The Parent Workbook reviews these activities on pages 12 and 13. Typically youth can rely on a parent or guardian telling them that they have a doctor’s appointment coming up. They may hear from a parent, “I’ll pick you up after school, you have a dentist appointment.” In reality, there are many factors to consider when making a doctor’s appointment and most youth will need this process explained one step at a time. It is not uncommon to hear young adults express surprise that the doctor’s office didn’t schedule a follow up appointment. Or figure that the clinic will send a reminder when it is time for a physical. But as we know, more often than not, that responsibility falls on the patient.When scheduling a medical, dental, or therapy appointment one needs to [click] know who to call and [click] what kind of appointment they want. In addition, it is helpful to know [click] when you’re available to get to this appointment. This is especially important for young adults who may be away at college and need to schedule appointments during school breaks. The final consideration, but an important one, [click] is how you are going to get to the appointment. That is, transportation to and from the appointment. And of course, once the appointment is scheduled, [click] someone has to remember to go! With the use of cell phones as extended memory, most young adults can set up reminders or use the calendar feature on their phone.



Will I always see my doctor?
What about at night?
Can someone come with me?
Do you cover my insurance?
Online vs phone

APPOINTMENTS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Helping your child take an active role in scheduling their appointments or participating in the actual appointments is important for independence. There is a wide variety of ways to be more involved. The Parent Workbook reviews these activities on pages 12 and 13. Typically youth can rely on a parent or guardian telling them that they have a doctor’s appointment coming up. They may hear from a parent, “I’ll pick you up after school, you have a dentist appointment.” In reality, there are many factors to consider when making a doctor’s appointment and most youth will need this process explained one step at a time. It is not uncommon to hear young adults express surprise that the doctor’s office didn’t schedule a follow up appointment. Or figure that the clinic will send a reminder when it is time for a physical. But as we know, more often than not, that responsibility falls on the patient.When scheduling a medical, dental, or therapy appointment one needs to [click] know who to call and [click] what kind of appointment they want. In addition, it is helpful to know [click] when you’re available to get to this appointment. This is especially important for young adults who may be away at college and need to schedule appointments during school breaks. The final consideration, but an important one, [click] is how you are going to get to the appointment. That is, transportation to and from the appointment. And of course, once the appointment is scheduled, [click] someone has to remember to go! With the use of cell phones as extended memory, most young adults can set up reminders or use the calendar feature on their phone.



Learning about medications

Effects of medications

Refilling medications

Medications

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Medications are complicated! There are medications that need to be ordered by a doctor and filled by a pharmacist, and then there are medications that you can buy without a doctor’s permission.Do you know what these two types of medications are called?Prescription vs. Over the CounterGive examples.Encourage teens to talk to their parents about medications, why they take them, and instructions on how to take medications



Surgeries
Allergies
Medications

Condition or Diagnosis

Workbook page 16

Health Summary

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A medical summary is just what it sounds like. It is a summary of a person’s medical information. It can include [click] conditions, surgeries, allergies, medications, etc. Some of this information is available online within a health system. But when children change doctors, sometimes they also change systems so having this information handy to share with a new doctor is important.



• How do I learn

• What do I like? Dislike?

• What makes me feel uncomfortable?

• What is important to me?

About Me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
“Supported decision making” may play an important role in Youth Health Care Transition for those people who will not be independent decision makers. Supported decision making is a continuum of support from least restrictive to most restrictive which results in guardianship. On the less restrictive side, people use friends, family members and professionals to help them understand situations and the choices they face, so they may make their own decisions without the need for guardianship. It is an emerging approach to providing decision-making assistance.[click] Family Voices of WI has a handout that goes into Supported Decision Making in more detail. In fact they have several helpful guides available to parents on their website.



Including Health Care 
Discussions in School, 

Work, and Life



IHP—Individual Health Plan
• Developed in response to the healthcare needs of a 

student that affect or have the potential to affect safe & 
optimal school attendance & academic performance. 
(NASN 2013) *Does not have to have an IEP

• Utilizes school nurses/care team
• Includes goals, expected outcomes to promote health, 

prevent disease or injury & enhance academic 
achievement.

• Living document of shared responsibility &
communication

Health & the IHP
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•Are there health related goals that would 
help this student achieve academically?

•Are there health related goals that would 
help this student achieve a greater level of 
independence?

•Accommodations:
• More frequent visits to bathroom or see nurse 
• Access to water
• Snack to keep blood sugar up
• Alarm on phone/watch
• Extra time (fatigue)
• Vision/hearing

Health & the IEP
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•Encourage students to attend and participate in 
their IEP.

•Help student come prepared with ideas to share 
with team.

•Help student and team identify goals for 
independent living

•Help student and team identify goals around 
managing health or health care

Health & the Postsecondary Transition Plan (PTP)
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are great areas where a student can start practicing incorporating health and any health needs related to their disability, and any accommodations or modifications they would need.



• Classroom and accommodation or modification needs
• Disability Rights and how they change for college and 

jobs
• Assistive technology needs for classes
• Finding paperwork to meet with college disability 

services
• Talking to my teachers about my disability
• Learning more about my strengths and becoming 

self-aware

Health & the PTP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are great areas where a student can start practicing incorporating health and any health needs related to their disability, and any accommodations or modifications they would need.



•Help individual identify and self advocate for 
needed work place modifications
•headset for phone, specific seating/location, 

additional bathroom breaks, a quiet work 
environment, etc

•Talk about identify appropriate disclosure 
regarding health care conditions or disability

Health & the Work Place
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
These are great areas where a student can start practicing incorporating health and any health needs related to their disability, and any accommodations or modifications they would need.



Prepare Your Child for Transitioning to Adult Health Care
1. Allow youth time alone with health care provider
2. Signing clinic and other health related release forms
3. Talk about medications
4. Complete Readiness Assessment
5. Take part in training events to learn about the 

changes that happen when a child transitions to 
adult life

Starting Early with Conversations
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Next Steps

• Take the readiness assessment;

• Start conversations early;

• Visit the Health Transition WI 

website and download the 

workbook; and

• Talk to doctors and teachers 

about transition plan.



– National Resource

www.gottransition.org

www.healthtransitionwi.org

Transition Resources
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As we wrap up, here are the primary websites for additional information and resources on Youth Health Care Transition. The first is our national partner and the second is our state’s own website. 

http://www.gottransition.org/
http://www.healthtransitionwi.org/


www.pacer.org 

https://wisewisconsin.org/up-to-me/

Transition Resources
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https://www.pacer.org/
https://wisewisconsin.org/up-to-me/


Providers and Teens 
Communicating for Health

www.patch.org

Self-Directed 
Health Care Kitwww.wi-bpdd.org

Additional Tools & Resources



Contact information

Julie Hajewski
Waisman Center, UW-Madison

jhajewski@wisc.edu
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Thank you!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thank you for participating in this presentation. 
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